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We--the NESA Board, the Professional 
Development Advisory Committee, the 
Wider Circle and the NESA Center Staff 
have put together an array of top-notch 
professional development opportunities 
for the 2014-2015 year which we believe 
will provide you with the knowledge and 
skills to inspire and challenge you as life-
long learners.  And we’ve also planned for 
some of those “spaces in between”!

We wish each and every one of you the 
best for a great year.

Sincerely,
David Chojnacki
NESA Executive Director

NESA is highly focused on its vision “to create dynamic, collaborative professional relationships that tran-
scend current barriers and boundaries in order to maximize student learning in member schools.” Under the 
leadership of David Chojnacki, Executive Director, and Bridget Doogan, Director of Professional Learning, 
the NESA Center and Professional Development Advisory Committee (PDAC) have organized four highly 
focused institutes and conferences to support the needs of member schools.  You will find offerings to enhance 
the learning of administrators, school board members, teachers, and school support staff.  

Finally, on behalf of the NESA Board of Trustees, I offer a very special welcome to our new colleagues in the 
region. We are confident that you will find NESA to be a collegial organization. We look forward to meeting 
each of you in the course of the year and learning with you in the coming years. 

Have a wonderful school year, and please let any Board member or the NESA Center know if we can be of 
service to you.

Kevin Schafer
President, NESA Board of Trustees 
Director, The American International School of Muscat, Sultanate of Oman

2014-15 Welcome… On behalf of the Board of Trustees, I take this opportunity to welcome you to the 
NESA community and to a year of dynamic learning opportunities in our region.

However you may say it in your school’s host country, your friends here in the NESA Center extend our warmest greetings to 
each of you at the start of what promises to be a great year of professional growth.  From Cairo to Karachi and Kathmandu to 
Colombo, educators from across the region are preparing for the start of another school year, a new beginning.  It’s the perfect 
occasion to wish you every success as you get ready to meet new students, new colleagues and new challenges. 

As we get into the rhythm of the new year, I urge you to carve out ‘sacred spaces’ in your life, times when you can reflect on your 
practice and reconnect with and rekindle the passion that brought you to this noble profession.  Once again, I’d like to quote 
from the poet Judy Brown:

What makes a fire burn
Is the space between the logs,
A breathing space.
Too much of a good thing,
Too many logs
Packed in too tight
Can douse the flames
Almost as surely 
As a pail of water would.
So building fires
Requires attention
To the spaces in between,
As much as to the wood....
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SARAH DAIGNAULT is an instructor at the Klingenstein 
Center at Teachers College, Columbia University in New 
York City. She teaches Master’s candidates about inde-
pendent school finance and also has a consulting practice 
working with schools and associations in the areas of op-
erations, finance and governance. Sarah spent 12 years as 
the founding Executive Director of the National Business
Officers Association (NBOA) which is dedicated to serv-
ing independent school business officers by providing pro-
fessional development and information on independent 
school finance and operations. Prior to founding NBOA, 
she was the Business Officer at Friends School of Bal-
timore and at Bryn Mawr School for Girls. In addition 
to her experience in school finance and operations, she 
has extensive school board governance experience. Dur-
ing her 19-year tenure on the Board of Directors of the 
Madeira School in Virginia, Sarah was the President of 
the Board for eight years. She also chaired Madeira’s 
capital campaign and the head search process. She cur-
rently serves on the boards of the National Coalition of 
Girls’ Schools (NCGS) and the Association of Independ-
ent School Admission Professionals (AISAP). She has 
also served on the board of the National Association of 
Independent Schools (NAIS).

Her service to NESA has included being the presenter at 
the business officers strand at the Fall Leadership Confer-
ence for the past ten years; doing organizational audits for 
NESA; and consulting with individual member schools.  In 
the wider sphere of international education, she has also 
presented at other regional conferences and served as a 
consultant to a number of international schools.  

NESA is proud to present this award to Sarah Daignault 
in recognition of her long and outstanding service to the 
NESA organization, to individual schools and to inde-
pendent education worldwide.  

sarah.daignault@gmail.com

NESA Finis
Engleman Award

NESA’s Finis Engleman Award 
will be bestowed upon Sarah 
Daignault at the upcoming Fall
Leadership Conference in
Istanbul in October. 

SEPTEMBER 20, 2014
DEADLINE
Fall Leadership Conference
‘Early Bird’ online registration 

SEPTEMBER 27, 2014
DEADLINE
Fall Training Institute
‘Early Bird’ online registration 

OCTOBER 23-26, 2014
Fall Leadership Conference
Istanbul, TURKEY 

NOVEMBER 1, 2014
DEADLINE
NESA NEWS’ submissions winter issue

NOVEMBER 7-8, 2014 
Fall Training Institute
Doha, QATAR

DECEMBER 1, 2014
Application deadline for:
• Haas/Hansen Student Award
• Margaret Sanders International Schools   
   Scholarship Award

DECEMBER 18, 2014  
DEADLINE 
Winter Training Institute
‘Early Bird’ online registration 

JANUARY 23-24, 2015
Winter Training Institute
Manama, BAHRAIN 

FEBRUARY 10, 2015
DEADLINE 
Spring Educators Conference
‘Early Bird’online registration 

MARCH 1, 2015
DEADLINE
NESA NEWS’ submissions spring issue 
(online only)

MARCH 20-23, 2015
Spring Educators Conference
Istanbul, TURKEY

JUNE 1, 2015
DEADLINE
NESA NEWS’ submissions fall issue
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i2Flex: Innovative
Blended Learning at ACS Athens
By Maria D. Avgerinou, Director - Educational Technology and eLearning ACS Athens, Greece

Defining i2Flex
i2Flex (isquareflex) is a non-formal education model of in-
struction organically developed by the ACS Athens communi-
ty of learners to develop higher order cognitive skills within 
a flexible learning framework.  i2Flex integrates internet-
based delivery of content and instruction with student inde-
pendent learning, and some control over time, pace, place, 
or mode, in combination with guided, face-to-face classroom 
instruction.  Grounded on the concept of Morfosis, this type 
of learning draws on practice and research of K-12 blended 
learning in the US and internationally.  Ultimately i2Flex 
aims at developing students’ 21st century skills, while also 
helping them to successfully prepare for technology-driven 
higher education and future careers.

i²Flex: Facts and Figures
Since the Fall of 2013, many i2Flex classes have been pilot-
ed at ACS Athens, representing a rich variety of course sub-
jects, grades, and teaching styles, while also reflecting dif-
ferent degrees of complexity regarding instructional design 
and technology integration. Deeply aware that implement-
ing this innovative approach requires substantial change in 
our school’s culture, ACS Athens has provided considerable 
professional development and support for the i2Flex team.  

The pilot year of the i²Flex initiative has involved:
• 23 faculty & staff
   8 middle school faculty
   14 high school faculty
   1 student services
• 20 courses
   3 online
   17 i²Flex
• MANY Design & Development hours in, and out of school,   
   face-to-face and online
• over 100 hours of professional development one-on-one 
   and group sessions
• 5 publications
• 2 conference presentations

i2Flex Pilot Teachers’ Reflections
•“Students can read, write, speak, listen, and research with  
  me at their side as adviser and coach.  In short, students  
   can work independently but we can learn together” (Dean 
   Bradshaw, English, Honors Level, Grade 12).
•“In my Fitness class, there is a clear move from traditional 
   teacher-led physical education to teacher-guided independ
    ent practice “owned” and performed by students” (Angelos 
   Dimitropoulos, PE, Grades 11 -12).
•“As an educator, I strongly believe that i²Flex stimulates 
  students to attempt more complex tasks and material.  
  i²Flex students are moving away from passive recep
   tion of information  to build their own learning. Teaching   
    has also moved from textbooks to multiple representations 

NESA Finis
Engleman Award

Mr Dimitropoulos Fitness 
class in action!

Dr Firigou’s IB 
French class Voice-
Threading away

Global Morfosis
and its components

and expressions. The real world comes closer and teaching 
becomes a non-stop learning process which for me- as I 
lifelong learner- is a source of inspiration” (Tonia Firigou, 
French IB).

In Conclusion
According to our president, Dr. Stefanos Gialamas, due to 
the complexity of contemporary societal and market chang-
es, there is a pressing demand for a different type of learner. 
Nowadays young people need to live, work, develop, and seek 
happiness under a new set of conditions and expectations. 
How should we, as educators, prepare them for such a de-
manding life? What kind of educational experiences should 
they receive? These are the types of questions that we are 
committed to answering at ACS Athens, and the innovative 
i2Flex approach seeks to help us achieve such goals.
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Every year around this time parents feel the pride that 
comes with watching their children graduate. Years of 
nurturing and nagging culminate in a rite of passage that 
symbolizes how our children have matured and developed. 
Here at the Overseas School of Colombo our transition 
from the Primary Years Programme to the Middle Years 
Programme is a movement that signifies a young person’s 
coming of age. 

We call this The PYP Exhibition. 

In the final year of the Primary Years Programme, stu-
dents participate in a culminating project known as the 
Exhibition. Students are required to engage in a collabora-
tive transdisciplinary inquiry process that involves them in 
identifying, investigating and offering solutions to real-life 
issues or problems. This year our Grade 5 students have 
done an exemplary job of tackling inequality in the local 
context. 

We started by trying to understand what inequality means 
and where we might find it in our local community. We 
went on field trips, researched into basic needs for surviv-
al, watched documentaries, read storybooks involving op-
pression and interacted with guest speakers. An incredible 
thing happened. Students began to understand inequality 
as having something to do with them. 

As a grade we embarked on individual inquiries with a 
central idea in mind, Through active citizenship people can 
make a difference when confronting inequality within their 
community. From intellectual or hearing impairment to 
gender discrimination or unequal access to basic needs like 
clean water and housing, students made an initial visit to 
a site in Colombo where they could learn about their cho-
sen inequality. The purpose here was to observe, first-hand, 
inequality in the local context, gather a primary source 
of information and begin to imagine how a preadolescent 
can get involved in changing the state of inequality. Many 
students conducted interviews, gathered data and made 
observations. From here students did secondary source re-
search to support what they had learned. At this point, the 
students delivered informal presentations to one another in 
an attempt to build a grade-wide general understanding of 
inequality in the local context. In addition, students began 
to formulate action plans where they detailed exactly how 
they intended to become part of a solution to the inequality 
they were studying.    

The action has been incredible. One student advocated for sponsorship for a special needs center, Menhandy. Many students are 
making donations of necessary materials to a variety of institutions, like Sarvodaya, the Colombo Centre for Special Education, 
Mother Theresa’s orphanage and Ma Sevana. And the action got more creative from there. A group of students not only inquired 
into the plight of the hearing impaired, but they enrolled for sign language lessons and interacted with deaf students. Others 
have arranged to paint the corridor of a community orphanage and the clinic room at Sarvodaya. The group promoting gender 
equality have approached a radio station to raise awareness to enable better opportunities for women. And the Maharagama 
Cancer hospital has been donated with milk and cookies for cancer patients and their families. In their work, the students have 
understood that inequality limits people’s access to basic needs and they are taking steps to confront that. 

Here at the Overseas School of Colombo, we are extremely proud of the strides that our students have taken to battle inequality 
while deepening their understanding of it.

The PYP Exhibition
By Colin Powell, Class Teacher 5P, Overseas School of 

Colombo, Sri Lanka  
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The results are in again! The NESA Virtual Science Fair had a spectacular 2013-14 year. 

In 1938, the American philosopher and educator John Dewey published a book,  Logic:The Theory of Inquiry in which he coined 
the phrase “scientific habits of mind.” He characterized these habits as follows: Logical Thinking, Quantitative Analysis, De-
ductive Reasoning, Proper Questioning and Reliance on sound evidence. Because science is a system of inquiry, these habitats 
are turned on all the time.  The NESA Virtual Science Fair places emphasis on these “scientific habits of mind.” Not just the 
science content knowledge and process skills but the NVSF illuminates the underlying framework of shared values that exist 
within scientific communities. The role of the classroom teacher, the student research team, the e-mentor and university science 
education experts help in fostering scientific habits of mind through the creation of a community of learners.  The NVSF is truly 
a science community now entering its 10th year.

The NVSF Middle School Project had eight international teams this year. An International Team consists of at least two mem-
bers from different schools collaborating together on a research question.  The schools came from our NESA Schools and from 
NAIS (The National Association of Independent Schools).

The NVSF5 Fifth Grade Project entered its second year of using university e-mentors under the supervision of Dr. Eric Brunsell 
from the University of Wisconsin, Oshkosh.  Jimmy Leeper, the NVSF5 Coordinator from AS Doha, has been involved in every 
year of the NVSF since its start back in 2004. The Dynamic Duo of Jimmy and Eric has created a very powerful project that 
has ignited student learning and professional growth and sharing among the teachers involved.  

I want to wish a very special good bye to Lyndsey Cox of AIS Kuwait, whose teams won the top three places in the NVSF this 
year.  Lyndsey has been a very important team member in the continued development of the NVSF project, especially her de-
velopment of assessment rubrics for judges to use on line.

NVSF 2013-14 Middle School Winners:
1st Place: AIS Kuwait 50
2nd Place: AIS Kuwait 28 and International Team 06   
(WBAIS Israel and Canton County Day School)
3rd Place: International Team 03(ACS Athens and AIS 
Kuwait)

NVSF 2013-14 Grade 5 Winners:
1st Place: As Doha Team 05
2nd Place: WBAIS Israel Team 01
3rd Place:  WBAIS Israel Team 06.

Congratulations to all of the 28 teams that participated 
from around the international system of schools.  If you 
are interested in adding your middle school or 5th grade 
to our amazing team of great schools participating in the 
NVSF please email Dr. Stuart Fleischer at:
sfleischer@wbais.net

NESA Virtual Science Fair 2013-14
By Stuart Fleischer, NVSF Project Manager, WBAIS Israel 

Photo caption: AIS Kuwait 1st Place Winners — back row (l-r) 
David Botbyl (MS Principal), Samera Al Rayyes (AIS Director), 
Philippos Eleftheriadis, Teachers Lyndsey Cox and Clay Marek, 

front row (l-r) Layan Al Mail, Sarah Bentaieb, Salma Ghandour, 
Jana Al Sabagh, Amira Chidiac
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NESA Virtual
School Project

Approaching Its 5th 3-Year Cycle
By Kenny Paynter, NVS Project Manager 

Kegan, Miller, Lahey, and Fleming say these companies suc-
ceeded in developing such productive cultures through ac-
countability, transparency, and support:
  • Accountability – Praise and criticism flow up and down 
the pecking order, and all employees’ performance reviews 
are public, even those of managers, and every review men-
tions areas for improvement (if they didn’t, it would be a 
sign that the person wasn’t in an appropriately challenging 
position). 
  • Transparency – Every meeting at one of the companies 
is recorded, and all employees have access to the recordings 
(unless proprietary client information is discussed). Law-
yers objected at first, but the company persisted, reasoning 
that “if the tapes show we did do something wrong, then we 
should receive a negative judgment.” 
  • Support – Everyone from entry-level workers to the CEO 
has a “crew” – an ongoing group that can be counted on to 
support growth and keep challenging them to do more. 

“Experiencing yourself as incomplete or inadequate but still 
included, accepted, and valued – and recognizing that the 
very capable people around you are also incomplete but like-
wise valuable – seems to give rise to qualities of compassion 
and appreciation that can benefit all relationships,” conclude 
the authors. 

“Making Business Personal” by Robert Kegan, Matthew 
Miller, Lisa Lahey, and Andy Fleming in Harvard Business 
Review, April 2014 (Vol. 92, #4, p. 44-52).

From Marshall Memo 531, A Weekly Round-up of
Important Ideas and Research in K-12 Education,  April 7, 2014,
http://www.marshallmemo.com. Robert Kegan was a keynote 
speaker at NESA FLC 2009 in Athens.

Robert Kegan on Getting Beneath Our 
Business-As-Usual, Got-It-All-Together Selves

In this Harvard Business Review article, Robert Kegan and 
Matthew Miller (Harvard Graduate School of Education), 
Lisa Lahey (HGSE and Minds at Work), and Andy Fleming 
(Way to Grow) say that many employees “divert consider-
able energy every day to a second job that no one has hired 
them to do: preserving their reputations, putting their best 
selves forward, and hiding their inadequacies from others 
and themselves.” The authors consider this wasted time and 
ask, “What would happen if people felt no need to do this 
second job? What if, instead of hiding their weaknesses, they 
were comfortable acknowledging and learning from them… 
weaving personal growth into daily work?” 

Kegan, Miller, Lahey, and Fleming located two highly suc-
cessful companies that had built this kind of deliberately
developmental culture and spent more than 100 hours study-
ing each one. What they found was “a pervasive effort to en-
able employees to feel valuable even when they’re screwing 
up – to see limitations not as failures but as their ‘growing 
edge,’ the path to the next level of performance.” In one of 
the companies, the CEO makes a habit of asking people, “Do 
you worry about how good you are or about how fast you are 
learning?” and pushes them to move from the first mind-
set to the second. In these companies, candid conversations 
about shortcomings – for example, a manager is criticized 
for being unreliable – are frequent and routine. People get 
the message, If I risk showing my weaknesses, nothing bad 
will happen to me, I’ll probably learn something, and I’ll be 
better for it in the end. “The gap between who they really 
are and who they think they need to be at work diminishes 
or even disappears,” say the authors. 

Another characteristic of these companies is pushing people 
to stretch beyond their comfort levels – being regularly, but 
manageably, over their heads. “Every job should be like a 
towrope,” said the CEO quoted above, “so that as you grab 
hold of the job, the very process of doing the work pulls 
you up the mountain.” The companies use frequent check-in 
meetings to take the pulse and match employees’ personal 
strengths to the jobs they are assigned. Everyone is also in-
volved in the process of analyzing things that didn’t go well 
and collaboratively designing new products and initiatives. 

The NVS Project this spring has now completed four three-year 
cycles of development since its inception in 2002, as it has grown 
from six to 24 schools. We are all looking forward to this next 
2014-2017 cycle as one of increased productivity and collabo-
ration, taking best advantage of our new relationship with our 
hosting service, Marleo, and the media and communications tools 
which they are helping us use wisely and well within our Moodle 
learning system environment.

Our next annual meeting is in Istanbul this fall at the NESA Fall 
Leadership Conference.
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Robert Kegan on Getting Beneath Our 
Business-As-Usual, Got-It-All-Together Selves

Towards Data-Informed Professional Learning 
By Bridget Doogan, Director of Professional Learning, NESA

In its ongoing efforts to meet the needs of NESA schools, the Professional Development
Advisory Committee (PDAC) has been asking itself the following critical questions:

• How effective is our process for evaluating professional learning?

• How do we use information about and from evaluations to strengthen the quality and results of NESA-sponsored    
   professional learning? 

NESA’s Executive Director, David Chojnacki invited Joellen Killion, former Deputy Executive Director of Learning Forward 
and author of Assessing Impact: Evaluating Staff Development to guide our inquiry. She joined the PDAC and representa-
tives of the Wider Circle of NESA member schools in our January meeting. Joellen began by helping us to clarify our desired 
outcomes. These include the need to know if we are using our schools’ and NESA’s resources effectively;  if our programs of 
professional learning are having lasting impact on educators;  and if we are fostering spiraling, long-term impact in schools. 
Most of all we need to know if it is having the desired impact on student learning.  

In essence, what we learned is that effective evaluation of professional learning starts with effective planning. This classic, 
‘start with the end in mind’ proposition holds that the evaluation of professional learning requires an evidence chain spanning 
the identified needs through the design and delivery process. When professional learning plans are aligned in this way, their 
impact in schools and most importantly, on student learning can be evaluated with greater validity.  

By the end of our session, it had become clear that evaluation is only one piece of a more complex whole: a comprehensive 
professional development plan. In a first step towards this systems approach, the PDAC reconvened in April to begin planning 
for 2015-2016. Its starting point was the identification of explicit and clearly defined outcomes to inform that plan. A ‘Needs 
Assessment’ instrument was sent to all member schools this spring. Designed by the PDAC, its aim is to generate a clearer 
picture - not only of the areas schools are focused on - but where they are in the implementation process. Schools were asked 
to place themselves on a Continuum of Implementation for each programmatic strand. 

For example, a school may report they are working on standards-based reporting at the initiating implementation stage; con-
cept-based math at the extending implementation phase, and so on. This data, now being studied, will allow us to craft specific 
and clearly defined outcomes for the 2015-2016 school year and beyond. These outcomes will in turn inform learning designs, 
and drive our short and long range plans. Ultimately, they will form the basis of an evaluation instrument designed to enables 
us to continue the “virtuous cycle” of design, implement and assess when planning professional learning.

In the end our simple quest for an improved evaluation process has led us to an entirely new approach to planning professional 
development. We are grateful to Joellen for offering us this roadmap to improving the quality and sharpening the focus of 
NESA-sponsored professional learning.

Continuum of Implementation
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“What do great teachers do differently?” ask Jodi Newton 
(Stamford University/ Birmingham, AL) and Betty Winches 
(Homewood, AL Schools) in this article in Reading Im-
provement. Their study of elementary- and middle-school 
teachers who produced significant gains in student learning 
for three consecutive years yielded the following insights:
• Highly effective teachers have clear learning targets and 
their students understand what it takes to get better and 
own their learning. These teachers focus on ultimate learn-
ing outcomes more than compliance with required assign-
ments.
• They create a culture of redemption. They assess frequent-
ly and see students’ mistakes as a road map to improvement.
• They constantly and frequently tweak their lessons in re-
sponse to how students are doing. Students’ learning needs 
are more important than lesson plans. 
• They ask questions that go to the heart of the subject and 
teach students to pose their own questions. “They are able 
to track misunderstandings and then clarify them for their 
students,” say Newton and Winches. “As students learn to 
ask the right questions – those related to their learning 
targets – they begin to own the goals and maximize their 
learning.”
• They create a culture of high expectations coupled with 
good relationships. These are not friendships but partner-
ships (You and me, in this together) focused on academic 
achievement. “This tenacity, concern, and love for each stu-
dent are obvious, yet are linked directly to unyielding aspi-
rations for each student,” say Newton and Winches. 

“How to Maximize Learning for All Students” by Jodi New-
ton and Betty Winches in Reading Improvement, Summer 
2013 (Vol. 50, p. 71-74).

From Marshall Memo 525, A Weekly Round-up of Important
Ideas and Research in K-12 Education, February 24, 2014,
http://www.marshallmemo.com.

Good Teaching,
Deconstructed Elementary Student 

Council Members 
sorting and packing 
food boxes

Food box assembly
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As part of “Healthy Heart Month”, organized by P.E. teach-
ers Lucy Frembgen and Martin Mugharbil, the early years 
through second grade collected cans, which they first used 
for a “Pump It Up” fitness day, and then donated. Third - fifth 
graders had a Run/Walk - A -Thon and raised over $7,000. 
The month also included an overall food drive in Elemen-
tary coordinated by the Elementary Student Council. The 
donations, coupled with the proceeds from an Elementary 
Student Council Bake Sale purchased much needed school 
supplies. The food totaled over 1,200 cans of food as well as 
66 bags of salt, sugar, and flour; 88 packages of cheese, 78 
boxes of tea and coffee. All of these donations were made 
into nearly 30 family boxes with supplies left for a future 
donation as well. 

Due to shifting security concerns within Lebanon we are not 
always able to have students visit the camps or school them-
selves. Thankfully “Basmeh & Zeitooneh” is able to deliver 
our donations, when needed.

Shelly Reid, an Early Years teacher has encouraged dona-
tions from the entire community over the past two years 
resulting in over 2,000 boxes being donated to Cedars for 
Care. The donations are collected in her classroom and then 
sorted by her KG2 students.

Unfortunately the need persists. This is a partnership the 
ACS community will be supporting in the future.

The Early Years, Elementary, and High School divisions of 
the American Community School at Beirut have been giv-
ing back to the community through a partnership, arranged 
by Hoda Shatah, the Community Service coordinator, with 
“Basmeh & Zeitooneh”, an NGO working with Syrian refu-
gees. The name means “Smile & Olive”. Their story is pretty 
remarkable, starting a group of Syrians volunteering with 
their goal to motivate Syrian youth and women that are vic-
timized by the conflict. In one year they went from a group 
of volunteers to a registered NGO serving more than 15, 000 
Syrians in Beirut alone. They employ 66 people full time 
with three locations in areas with a high concentration of 
Syrian refugees. 

This past December a cold front came through Lebanon and 
the refugees were not prepared for the temperature drop. 
The ACS community donated clothes and food. The recipi-
ents being both a refugee camps in the Bekaa and a school 
that Syrian refugees hold in the afternoon and evening, after 
the ‘regular’ school day is finished and the building is avail-
able.

This was only the beginning.
Since then Jim McLean, who oversees The Arts, donated the 
proceeds from a high school play. This money, as well as oth-
er monetary donations from the community, purchased 100 
sets containing a warm blanket, boots, socks, hat, and gloves. 
A subsequent drive collected hygiene products and food 
which enabled a donation of boxes for 47 different families. 

A Community Effort
To Aid Syrian Refugees
By Kristi Lonheim, Grade 5 Classroom Teacher, American Community School at Beirut 

Family Food Box 
Being Delivered KG2 Student Helpers



October 23-26, 2014 – Istanbul
After 12 years, NESA school leaders will return to a favorite venue — Istanbul, Turkey — for the FLC at the Conrad Hotel. 
Heads of school, principals, curriculum coordinators, trustees, business managers and others in leadership roles will attend 
keynotes, three-hour specialist workshops and general interest sessions.

Conference Registration  

Conrad Hotel Reservations

> FLC Early Bird Registration deadline: September 20, 2014
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Fall Leadership Conference
October 23-26, Istanbul

Fall Training Institute
November 7-8, Doha

Winter Training Institute
January 23-24, Bahrain

Spring Educators Conference
March 20-23, Istanbul
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Promoting
Exemplary
Professional
Practice
NESA’s mission is to support sustained, systemic school 
improvement by offering high-quality professional learning 
opportunities. Each year, NESA organizes two conferences 
and two intensive training institutes. Education experts at 
the top of their profession lead in-depth, interactive work-
shops. Take a sneak peak at our offerings for Fall 2014 in 
this issue of NESA NEWS, and for the whole year on our 
website, www.nesacenter.org.



Keynoters will also each present two 
3-hour workshops.

WORKSHOP DESCRIPTIONS
AND SPEAKER BIOS at:
www.nesacenter.org

SPECIAL OFFERING:
4-day Business Managers Institute
Workshops:
-  Introductions / Trends in the Business
   Office 2014
- Risk Management
- Facilities Management
- Special Topics determined by
  Business Managers

KEYNOTE SPEAKERS:
•AUDITI CHAKRAVARTY
(The SAT’s Redesign and Its International Impact): Vice President 
for Curriculum & Instruction, SpringBoard and 6-12 Programs (Ad-
vanced Placement & Instruction Division), The College Board.

•DAN FEIGELSON (Teaching Reading In The Age Of The Common 
Core): Literacy consultant and an original member of Lucy Calkins’ 
Teachers College Reading and Writing Project at Columbia
University; author of Reading Projects Reimagined: Student Driven 
Conferences To Deepen Critical Thinking. 

•ANDREW HARGREAVES (Professional Capital): Thomas More 
Brennan Chair in Education at the Lynch School of Education, 
Boston College; co-author, with Michael Fullan, of Professional 
Capital: Transforming Teaching in Every School.

•KEN O’CONNOR (Leadership for Standards-Based Grading and 
Assessment): Consultant in assessment and reporting, and author of, 
How to Grade for Learning: Linking Grades to Standards, and The 
School Leader’s Guide to Grading.

•DOUGLAS REEVES (Leading for Creativity): Founder of The 
Center for Successful Leadership; author, educational researcher, 
presenter, consultant.

PRECONFERENCES
— October 22:
•Lynn Sawyer: Getting the Most Out of Teacher Evaluation - How  
  to Craft a Manageable and Sustainable System That Assures
  Quality Teaching While Promoting Professional Learning
•NEASC: New England Association of Schools & Colleges Visiting 
  Team Member Accreditation Workshop
•MSA: Middle States Association of Colleges & Schools Self-Study 
  Workshop (morning), MSA Team Chair Training (afternoon)
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KEYNOTE: A Great Global Conversation - SAT’s 
Redesign and Its International Impact

AUDITI CHAKRAVARTY, Vice President for Curriculum & Instruction, The College Board.
collegeboard.org

What does the College Board’s overhaul of the SAT mean for international schools? Learn 
about broader educational trends, including the evolution of the Common Core State Stand-
ards (CCSS) that have influenced the SAT’s shift. Explore research on college readiness that 

has informed the SAT 
redesign as well as 
Pre-AP curricular frameworks and the AP Capstone 
Diploma.

WORKSHOP:  How Do the College Board’s 
College Readiness System & the Redesigned 
SAT Support International Educators?

AUDITI CHAKRAVARTY

In redesigning the SAT, the College Board used re-
search to establish an empirical backbone that an-
chors its College Readiness System, which links ev-
idenced-based assessment and innovative instruction 
models. Learn the key changes to the SAT, including 
the redesigned math section and the new Evidence-
based Reading and Writing section. Investigate exact-
ly what these changes mean to international schools.

WORKSHOP: Common Themes in the De-
velopment of the College Board’s College 
Readiness System & the Common Core

AUDITI CHAKRAVARTY

Explore recent trends in curriculum design and their 
implications on the college preparatory programs of 
international schools. Beyond the redesigned SAT, the 
empirical backbone of the College Readiness System 
also supports the development of course frameworks 
and modules for grades 6–12, aligned to the Common 
Core. Learn also about the AP Insights tool and the 
AP Capstone Diploma.

The Visionary Leader: Aligning
Teaching, Learning and
Professional Development
for Student and Teacher Success
HARVEY ALVY, Professor Emeritus, Eastern Washington Univer-
sity; co-author of The Principal’s Companion

SPECIALIST SPEAKERS
(3-hour workshops):

Time Management & Successful 
School Leadership: Aligning the 
Mission with Daily Actions
HARVEY ALVY

Explore strategies to improve one’s performance based on 
the premise that leadership and management responsibili-
ties go hand-in-hand. Key issues will include: prioritizing 
responsibilities based on the mission and vision; “Leading 
and Learning By Wandering Around”; using instructional 
leadership strategies to visit classes; multi-tasking; using 
the “Tickler File”; balancing personal and professional re-
sponsibilities, among other topics.

Build a repertoire of effective 
tools to promote learning commu-
nities and link teacher professional 
learning to “best” instructional 
practices aligned with essential 
student learning, curriculum and 
assessment factors. Learn critical 
strategies based on Learning For-
ward’s new “Standards for Profes-
sional Learning” and professional 
development practices highlighted 
in The Principal’s Companion.
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Leadership and the Practice of Stance
JEFF CLANON, Founding Partner of Systems Perspectives LLC; former Director of Partnership De-
velopment for SoL, The Society for Organizational Learning. systemsperspectivesllc.com

Stance relates to how you hold yourself in any interaction. Congruence between what you are 
thinking and embodying has significant impact on the quality of teaching, coaching or leader-
ship interactions. Discover how stance is one of five “levels of capacity building” for leadership 
made up of four components: Attention/Awareness, Intention, Focus and Embodiment.

Board of Trustees Workshop Series
RICK DETWILER, Former head of five international schools, including three NESA schools; interna-
tional consultant for Mason Associates. Mr Detwiler is collaborating with NESA on its Board Develop-
ment Project.

This three-workshop series is designed to enhance the knowledge and skills of board members, 
school heads, and others interested in effective governance. It has been developed in conjunc-
tion with the NESA Board Development Project, a new initiative focused on the NESA mission 
to facilitate sustainable and systemic school improvement at all levels of school operations.

U Theory for Dummies
JEFF CLANON

Otto Scharmer’s “U Theory” helps individuals and groups (including the NESA Board!) shift to a heightened state of attention 
to attain a different level of individual and collective results. When the shift happens, people begin to operate from a future 
space of possibility they feel wants to emerge. Experience for yourself the U Theory’s 7 capacities for innovation and transfor-
mation.

Based on the National Association of Independent Schools Principles of Good Practice for Boards and Trustees, the materials 
NESA is developing derive from seven Modules, each addressing an “Essential Question” regarding effective governance. The 
workshops represent the launch of this exciting new focus of NESA’s services to member schools.

The three 3-hour sessions are as follows:
1. Mastering the Basics of Boardmanship. . .Plus a Bit More [Modules 1 & 2]
2. Building and Sustaining the Team, While Still Minding the Store: The Board’s Challenge [Modules 3, 4, & 5]
3. The Real Work: Strategic Thinking and Accountability [Modules 6 & 7]

For detailed workshop descriptions, visit: www.nesacenter.org

Crisis Communications 101:
Are You Ready for Your Worst Day?
JANE HULBERT, Consultant and Crisis Advisor to NAIS and its member schools; &
JIM HULBERT, Employment Attorney. The Hulberts are founders of The Jane Group, a crisis 
communications firm. thejanegroup.biz

Approach crisis communication from three critical levels: before, during and after. 
Explore types of crises (creeping, managed, sudden), steps to take at the onset, 
the challenge of communicating in this “age of transparency”, and the board’s role 
in a crisis. Via a case study, discuss how to manage the media and the message.

Surviving A Sexual Misconduct Crisis
                                                                       JANE & JIM HULBERT
Learn what you need to know about sexual abuse: the need for background checks, clear hiring processes, reporting, training, 
gut instincts, bystander intervention and more. Understand what every school’s plan should look like, including our ‘team within 
a team’ approach, table-top training, dealing with parents and managing the press.
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KEYNOTE: The
Way Ahead in 
Communicating 
Student Achievement
KEN O’CONNOR: Consultant & author
of The School Leader’s Guide to Grading. oconnorgrading.com

After years of standards-based curriculum, instruction and 
assessment implementation, traditional grading practices 
are no longer acceptable and must be changed, especially in 
secondary schools. Explore the six “Musts” to make grad-
ing effective so students become independent, self-directed 
learners.

WORKSHOP: Effective Grading of Stu-
dent Achievement — What Leaders 
Need to Know
KEN O’CONNOR

Designed for those new to standards-based grading, the ses-
sion will begin with ideas and activities to activate thinking 
about grading. To be useful, grades must be meaningful, ac-
curate, consistent, and supportive of learning. We will focus 
on the 15 ‘fixes’ for grading that make grades useful.

WORKSHOP: Effective Reporting of 
Student Achievement 
KEN O’CONNOR

Although curriculum, instruction, and assessment are in-
creasingly standards-based, parallel changes in grading 
and reporting have been slow, especially in middle and high 
schools. Explore guidelines for and examples of non-tra-
ditional reporting, as well as purpose, content and perfor-
mance standards, learning skills/work habits, and student 
and parent involvement.

Shaping Positive and Transforming Negative School Cultures 
in International Schools
KENT PETERSON, Emeritus Professor, University of Wisconsin-Madison; co-author of Shaping School Culture: Pitfalls, 
Paradoxes, and Promises.

Explore ways to assess, transform, and reinforce school culture. Examine the differences between school cul-
ture and climate and the relationship of culture to student and teacher learning. Learn to build positive school 
culture, engage in reflective cultural analysis and consider ways to celebrate success and address negativity. 

KEYNOTE: Professional Capital
ANDY HARGREAVES, Thomas More Brennan Chair in Education, 
Boston College; co-author of Professional Capital: Transforming 
Teaching in Every School. andyhargreaves.com

Learn about a new vision for the future of the teaching pro-
fession based on “professional capital”: a long-term invest-
ment in the quality of teaching that aligns with how top per-
forming schools and countries treat their teachers. Stressing 
collective responsibility rather than individual incentives 
moves the majority of the profession forward to benefit all 
students.

WORKSHOP: Building a Professional 
Culture in Your School
ANDY HARGREAVES

Research supports the idea that collaboration is a good 
thing. But some collaboration is weak and unfocused, or be-
ing a “team player” just means compliance. Learn the most 
effective kinds of collaboration and how to build them over 
time. Dr Hargreaves will draw on his work in high perform-
ing schools around the world.

WORKSHOP: Uplifting Leadership
ANDY HARGREAVES

A successful future for educational, economic and social 
change depends on reinventing John Dewey’s apparent op-
posites from the early 20th Century: combining 21st Century 
economic virtues with traditional ethical values; competing 
while also collaborating; using more data while developing 
better judgment. These leadership characteristics define 
high performance in education as well as in other spheres.

Building and Enhancing School Cultures Through Stories,
Celebrations, and Leadership Practices
KENT PETERSON

Learn how to build a strong, positive culture by reinforcing core values, recognizing staff contribu-
tions and celebrating success. Examine your own leadership practices, and discover how to engage in 
positive storytelling, design meaningful ceremonies and celebrations, and reinforce and build positive 
energy during daily building tours.
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KEYNOTE: Joy, Engagement, and Rigor -- Teaching 
Reading In the Age of The Common Core
DAN FEIGELSON, Literacy consultant; author of Reading Projects Reimagined: Student Driven
Conferences To Deepen Critical Thinking

We will look at similarities and differences in “traditional” literacy instruction and expectations 
for the teaching of reading in the age of the Common Core. Additionally, Mr Feigelson will make 
a case for joy and engagement as necessary precursors to rigor.

WORKSHOP: Leading Toward Student Independence — Teaching Readers to Think 
for Themselves
DAN FEIGELSON

In addition to end-year expectations, educators must also teach students to come up with their own thinking about text, how 
to extend it and back it up with evidence. Via adult level readings, learn strategies for teaching independence (focused on in-
dividual reading conferences), and discuss ways to provide feedback to teachers in their individual, targeted comprehension 
instruction.

WORKSHOP: Setting the Stage for Powerful Reading Instruction — Structures and 
Supports
DAN FEIGELSON

Explore structures and supports to promote reading instruction, including professional development plans and lenses for teacher 
observations. Discuss priorities moving up the grades; the importance of balancing content (i.e., literary, informational) and 
strategy (i.e., metacognitive) instruction; and the distinct roles of whole class, small group and individual comprehension work 
in a balanced reading curriculum.

KEYNOTE: Leading for Creativity
DOUGLAS REEVES, Founder, The Center for Successful Leadership; co-author of The Seven Virtues of 
Creativity (published early 2015)

This multi-disciplinary approach to creativity, with the latest research and ideas from neurosci-
ence, education, psychology, and philosophy, makes a compelling case for what leaders must do 
(and avoid) to nurture creativity among students and teachers, and contends that policies and 
practices in curriculum, assessment, and evaluation often undermine creativity. 

WORKSHOP: How Can You Be Creative in a Standards-Based Environment?
DOUGLAS REEVES

Educational authorities have praised creativity and decried standardization for several years. However, the daily reality is that 
creativity is undermined not only by standardized testing and checklist evaluations of educators, but also by curriculum and 
assessment practices that claim to encourage creativity. Examine these mixed messages with time for personal application.

WORKSHOP: Assessing Creativity — A New Approach for Students, Teachers, and 
Educational Leaders
DOUGLAS REEVES

Most assessment of creativity is dead wrong; it is inconsistent with the best research on the subject and actually stifles the risk, 
error, and failures essential to creative endeavor. Learn practical guidelines about the best (and worst) practices in assessment 
and apply them to your school situation.
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Designing Effective 
Systems for Teacher 
Evaluation and Pro-
fessional Learning
LYNN SAWYER, Consultant; Training 
Associate for the Center for Cognitive 
Coaching, the Danielson Group, Mira-
Via, Center for Adaptive Schools, Hab-
its of Mind, and the ASCD Faculty

Learning Focused
Supervision: 
Developing
Professional
Expertise in
Standards-Driven 
Systems

Effective teacher evaluation systems have a dual purpose: 
assurance of high quality teaching and promotion of profes-
sional learning. Well-designed systems promote collaboration 
between teachers and supervisors, and result in professional 
learning for all. Learn guidelines to develop your system, get 
questions answered and consider applications and next steps.

BRUCE WELLMAN, Co-director, MiraVia LLC; co-author of, Learn-
ing-focused Supervision: Developing Professional Expertise in Stand-
ards-Driven Systems. miravia.com

Facilitating powerful learning-focused conversations lies at 
the heart of supervision. Learn how to apply verbal and non-
verbal skills across a continuum of interaction: calibrating – 
consulting – collaborating - coaching; feedback methods to im-
prove instructional decision-making; and tools and templates 
for planning, reflecting and problem solving one-to-one and in 
small groups.

Lenses and Language: Moving Teachers 
from Novice to Expert Teaching Practice
BRUCE WELLMAN

Learn what expert practice is and how to listen and respond 
strategically to colleagues through five lenses. Explore the use 
of data to keep interactions learning-focused and student-cen-
tered, define and develop the supervisor-to-teacher relation-
ship, support novice to expert teacher thinking and the shift 
from teaching-focused to learning-focused interactions with 
students.
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Understanding the Next Generation Science Standards, 
K-12
ERIC BRUNSELL, Associate Professor of Science Education & Coordinator of the Center for Excellence in 
Teaching and Learning, University of Wisconsin Oshkosh. ericbrunsell.com

The Framework for K-12 Science Education and the Next Generation Science Standards (NGSS) 
provide a new vision for effective K-12 science programs consistent with the Common Core State 
Standards in Mathematics and ELA. Learn how NGSS can improve science instruction, the three 
dimensions of the Framework, instruction and assessment strategies, and tools to implement 
NGSS. See the NESA website for prerequisites!

Becoming a More Effective Presenter
ROBERT GARMSTON, Co-Developer of Cognitive Coaching and the Center for Adaptive Schools (now Think-
ing Collaborative); Director of Facilitation Associates. thinkingcollaborative.com

Gain strategies and tools to conduct transformative learning experiences for adults. Improve pres-
entation punch with design, stage space, non-verbals and interactive teaching. Learning strategies 
include presentation, modeling, discussion, text based learning, practice and feedback. NOTE: A 
paper copy of Dr Garmston’s book, The Presenter’s Fieldbook: A Practical Guide, is required (via 
Rowman and Littlefield Publishers, or Amazon). 

Fall Training Institute
November 7-8, 2014 
VENUE: American School of Doha, Qatar

A two-day conference focused on topics of interest to teachers. The “extended institute design” 
allows delegates and presenters to work together for the entire FTI. This format allows:

• Time for skill development
• In-depth exploration of focused strands
• Establishment of partnerships/networks

REGISTER ONLINE: www.nesacenter.org

> FTI Early Bird Registration deadline: September 27.

Hotel information, detailed institute descriptions & speaker bios are at: www.nesacenter.org

CHOOSE FROM AMONG 9 TWO-DAY INSTITUTES. . .
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Key Principles for ELL Instruction: What We All Need 
to Know & Do, K-12
VIRGINIA ROJAS, International ESL/ELL consultant & instructor; author of Strategies for Success with 
English Language Learners: An Action Toolkit for Classroom and ESL Teachers

What are the implications of key principles for ELL instruction? What ‘mindsets’ do administra-
tors and teachers need to implement these principles, and how do they differ from past EAL 
practices? How can all teachers work together to get this work done? Note: Bring a unit or 
lesson that you hope to make EAL-responsive.

Teaching Social Studies for Deep Understanding, MS/HS
FAY GORE, Section Chief for K-12 Social Studies at the North Carolina Department of Public Instruction 
& Character Education Coordinator for North Carolina

Discuss guidelines for developing and evaluating 21st century social studies curriculum using 
a concept-based unit design model, shifting from a fact-based to an idea-centered framework. 
Collaborate to design an instructional unit that promotes deep understanding based on the C3 
Framework. Resources will be shared. Enrollment is limited to 30 participants.

Max/Min Problems: No Calculus Required!
— Conceptual Mathematics, Grades 7-12
RON LANCASTER, Senior Lecturer, Mathematics Education, University of Toronto

Learn strategies to give grades 7-12 students early exposure to max/min problems without using any 
calculus. Incorporate problem-based and contextualized learning and technology into your teaching. 
Bring your own technology (graphing calculator or software, eg, Geometer’s Sketchpad, Autograph 
or Geogebra) to work on activities. See the NESA website for prerequisite activity!

Teaching the Process of Meaning Making 
in Reading, Grades 3-8
VICKI VINTON, Literacy Consultant; co-author of What Readers Really Do:
Teaching the Process of Meaning Making. tomakeaprairie.wordpress.com

Explore what it means to read critically and to teach toward a deep vision 
of reading that builds critical thinking, engagement, independence, and 
agency. Learn how to assess the demands of texts and design instruction 
to help students meet those demands. Discover how to set students up to 
problem solve as readers. See NESA website for prerequisites.
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Developing Focus, Optimism, Happiness and Resilience 
with The Hawn Foundation’s MindUP (PreK-6)
GRAHAM WATTS, Global Director of Education and Training, The Hawn Foundation. thehawnfoundation.org

Explore the pillars of neuroscience, positive psychology, social and emotional learning and mindful-
ness that form the 15 lessons of the MindUP™ program. Using brain science, children develop tech-
niques to calm their minds, focus their senses and improve their concentration. A core component will 
also be ‘self-care’ for teachers, who also experience stress and anxiety.

Planning for Rich, Inquiry-Based Choice 
Time Centers: Early Childhood (PreK-2)
RENEE DINNERSTEIN, Early Childhood Consultant; former member of the 
Teachers’ College Reading and Writing Project’s Early Childhood Reading ‘think 
tank’. investigatingchoicetime.com

Take away strategies for designing and implementing an inquiry-based 
Choice Time program that allows exploration, creativity, self-direction 
and collaboration. Make connections to the reading and writing work-

shops and with best practices observed in Reggio Emilia, Italy. Learn strategies for imbuing centers 
with opportunities for children to use social studies, reading, writing and mathematics to extend 
their explorations.

Art-Creativity & Assessment
JESSE PAYNE, Assistant Professor, Art and Design Foundation, Virginia Commonwealth University in
Qatar. jessepayne.com

Explore a wide variety of viewpoints about assessment in arts education and how it relates to 
creativity. Discuss possibilities and approaches to assessing/measuring creativity and embracing 
student risk-taking and experimentation. Participants should be experienced in the arts education 
field and come with something to offer to the larger group.
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Welcome New 
School Heads! 
MEMBER SCHOOLS
Steve Alexander — Lahore American School, Lahore, Pakistan
Donald Bergman — International College, Beirut, Lebanon
John Carey — Saudi Aramco Expatriate Schools, Dhahran, Saudi Arabia 
Michael Downs — Walworth Barbour American, International School in 
Israel, Even Yehuda, Israel 
Madeleine Hewitt — KAUST Schools, Jeddah, Saudi Arabia
Philip Joslin — The Overseas Schools Colombo, Colombo, Sri Lanka
Corleigh Robert Stixrud — Kodaikanal International School, Kodaikanal, 
India 

AFFILIATE SCHOOLS
Philip Hudson — Ecole Mondiale World School, Mumbai, India 
Annabel Majendie — Advanced Learning Schools, Riyadh, Saudi Arabia 

CONTACT US 
Near East South Asia Council
of Overseas Schools (NESA)

Gravias 6,Aghia Paraskevi 153 42
Athens, Greece
Tel : +30 210 600-9821
Fax: +30 210 600-9928
nesa@nesacenter.org
conferences@nesacenter.org
www.nesacenter.org

Achieve3000
New Jersey, USA
www.achieve3000.com 

Albert Risk Management 
Massachusetts, USA 
www.albertrisk.com 

Al Ittihad Private School
Dubai, UAE 
www.ipsjumeira.com 

Mashrek Inernational School 
Amman, Jordan 
www.mashrek.edu.jo

Middlebury Interactive
Languages
Vermont, USA 
www.middleburyinteractive.com 

MindVISA
Chennai, India 
www.mindvisa.com 

Responsive Classroom/NEFC 
Massachusetts, USA 
www.responsiveclassroom.org
 
Teach Away Inc 
Ontario, Canada
www.teachaway.com

True Teaching.Com 
Pranburi, Thailand
www.trueteaching.com 

University of Kentucky
College of Education 
Kentucky, USA 
www.education.uky.edu

Welcome New Affiliates! 

BOARD OF TRUSTEES 
PRESIDENT: Kevin Schafer
The American International School
of Muscat, Muscat, Sultanate of Oman

VICE PRESIDENT: Rose Puffer
International School of Islamabad
Islamabad, Pakistan

TREASURER: Brent Mutsch
American School of Dubai
Dubai, United Arab Emirates

SECRETARY: Harold Fleetham
Lincoln School 
Kathmandu, Nepal

TRUSTEES AT LARGE
Andrew Hoover
American International School-Chennai
Chennai, India

Craig Johnson
American School of Bombay
Mumbai, India

Brian Matthews
American International School - Riyadh
Riyadh, Saudi Arabia

Nathan Walker
Schutz American School
Alexandria, Egypt

Deborah Welch
American School of Doha
Doha, Qatar

Ex-Officio: Beatrice Cameron
Regional Education Officer
Office of Overseas Schools
US Department of State


